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Abstract

INTRODUCTION: Existing blood-based biomarkers for Alzheimer’s disease (AD)

mainly focus on its pathological features. However, studies on blood-based biomark-
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ers associated with other biological processes for a comprehensive evaluation of AD

status are limited.

METHODS:Wedeveloped a blood-based, multiplex biomarker assay for AD that mea-

sures the levels of 21 proteins involved in multiple biological pathways. We evaluated

the assay’s performance for classifying AD and indicating AD-related endophenotypes

in three independent cohorts fromChinese or European-descent populations.

RESULTS: The 21-protein assay accurately classified AD (area under the receiver

operating characteristic curve [AUC] = 0.9407 to 0.9867) and mild cognitive impair-

ment (MCI; AUC = 0.8434 to 0.8945) while also indicating brain amyloid pathology.

Moreover, the assay simultaneously evaluated the changes of five biological processes

in individuals and revealed the ethnic-specific dysregulations of biological processes

upon AD progression.

DISCUSSION: This study demonstrated the utility of a blood-based, multi-pathway

biomarker assay for early screening and staging of AD, providing insights for patient

stratification and precisionmedicine.

KEYWORDS

Alzheimer’s disease, amyloid pathology, blood biomarkers, disease staging, early detection,
patient stratification, precisionmedicine

HIGHLIGHTS

∙ The authors developed a blood-based biomarker assay for Alzheimer’s disease.

∙ The 21-protein assay classifies AD/MCI and indicates brain amyloid pathology.

∙ The 21-protein assay can simultaneously assess activities of five biological pro-

cesses.

∙ Ethnic-specific dysregulations of biological processes in ADwere revealed.

1 BACKGROUND

Early screening and classification of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) are

important for the management and intervention of the disease. In

particular, the most recently developed drugs targeting beta-amyloid

(Aβ), such as lecanemab, as well as other drug candidates in the

development pipeline, target individuals with early-stage AD or mild

cognitive impairment (MCI).1–4 The discovery of the blood-based amy-

loid, tau, and neurodegeneration (ATN) biomarkers of AD—plasma

Aβ42/40 ratio, tau/phosphorylated tau (p-Tau), and neurofilament light

polypeptide (NfL)—raises the possibility of developing a blood-based

test for the early detection of AD. Compared to other biomarker

assays, such as brain imaging by positron emission tomography (PET)

or protein measurement in cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), such a blood

biomarker test would be simpler, less expensive, and less invasive,

making it more feasible for population-scale AD screening. Specifi-

cally, plasma p-Tau181, p-Tau217, and p-Tau231 levels can accurately

classify AD and are positively associated with Aβ deposition and tau

phosphorylation in the brain.5–7 Furthermore, plasmaNfL level is asso-

ciated with cognitive decline and neurodegeneration.8,9 Nonetheless,

these AD blood biomarkers mainly capture ATN-related pathological

changes in diseased brains. Recent advances in ultrasensitive, high-

throughput proteinmeasurement technologies suggest thatmore than

7000 proteins are detectable in human blood—many of which are

involved in different biological functions, such as inflammation and

vascular functions.10,11 The dysregulation of these non-ATN biologi-

cal processes is associated with AD progression and participates in the

pathogenesis of AD.12–16 Therefore, a blood-based biomarker assay

that captures the status of biological processes beyond those related

to the ATN biomarkers is needed to examine the progression of AD

more comprehensively. Such an assay will result in a more accurate

AD diagnosis and facilitate therapeutic development for personalized

treatment.

We previously conducted large-scale plasma proteomic profiling

of AD by ultrasensitive proteomic assay and identified hundreds

of AD-associated blood protein biomarkers.13 These AD-associated

blood biomarkers form clusters and are involved in different bio-

logical pathways. Moreover, changes in the levels of these blood

biomarkers are associated with AD progression and stage. By adopt-

ing a machine learning-based mathematical model, we integrated the
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JIANG ET AL. 3

level changes of these blood biomarkers to develop a scoring sys-

tem for AD classification that can better exploit the predictive value

of each protein biomarker.13 Thus, our findings collectively suggest

the feasibility of developing a blood-based biomarker assay capa-

ble of simultaneous examination of multiple biological activities in

individuals as well as accurate and early disease detection and stag-

ing, much like what has started to emerge for less-accessible CSF

biomarkers.17,18

Accordingly, in the present study, we developed an integrated pro-

teomic assay for AD assessment by leveraging these AD-associated

bloodbiomarkers involved in different biological processes. This blood-

based biomarker assay consistently detected the level changes of 21

protein biomarkers in patients with AD or MCI in three independent

cohorts of Chinese or European descent. Moreover, we adopted a

machine-learning based–mathematical model to develop the AD risk

scoring systems for populations ofChinese or Europeandescent,which

accurately distinguished patients with AD (area under the receiver

operating characteristic curve [AUC]= 0.9407 to 0.9867) and patients

with MCI (AUC = 0.8434 to 0.8945) from cognitively normal (CN)

individuals in both ethnic groups. This blood-based assay also accu-

rately staged AD and outperformed some plasma ATN biomarkers

on indicating the development of Aβ pathology in the brain. In addi-

tion, this blood-based biomarker assay can simultaneously assess the

activities of five biological processes—neurodegeneration, inflamma-

tion, innate immunity, vascular functions, and metabolic activities—to

provide a multiscale physiological assessment of an individual’s sta-

tus in AD. Thus, we revealed the heterogeneity of AD progression

between populations of Chinese and European descent, providing

insights for patient stratification and the development of precision

medicine. Taken together, we developed a high-performance, blood-

based biomarker assay for AD that can serve as a powerful tool for

early screening, classification, and staging of the disease in clinical

settings.

2 METHODS

2.1 Study design

In this observational study, we developed a blood-based biomarker

assay for AD by integrating AD-associated blood protein biomarkers

from different biological processes. We consecutively recruited three

independent cohorts: (1) a total of 1000 Hong Kong Chinese partic-

ipants as Hong Kong Chinese cohort_1 for the initial evaluation of

the biomarker assay and establishment of the AD risk scoring sys-

tem for AD; (2) 47 Hong Kong Chinese participants as Hong Kong

Chinese cohort_2 for an independent observational study to validate

the biomarker assay for AD and MCI classification as well as indi-

cate AD-related pathological changes (eg, amyloid deposition); and

(3) 217 participants of European descent from the Spanish BIODEG-

MAR cohort for an independent observational study for validation of

the biomarker assay in a population of European descent. The demo-

graphic and phenotypic data of the three cohorts are summarized in

RESEARCH INCONTEXT

1. Systematic review: A literature review was conducted

using traditional sources (eg, PubMed). While existing

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) blood biomarkers, including the

blood amyloid/tau/neurodegeneration (ATN) biomarkers,

mainly indicate the pathology of AD, evidence suggests

that AD is associated with other non-ATN–related bio-

logical processes, including inflammation and vascular

functions. Therefore, a blood-based assay capturing addi-

tional AD-associated biological processes is needed for

the early detection and staging ofAD, and comprehensive

examination of disease status.

2. Interpretation: This study presents a blood-based, multi-

pathway biomarker assay that accurately detects AD

and indicates amyloid pathology. It demonstrates that a

biomarker panel capturing multiple AD-associated bio-

logical processes can facilitate a comprehensive under-

standing of an individual’s AD status, providing insights

into patient stratification and precisionmedicine.

3. Future directions: The clinical applications of this assay

will be bolstered by prospective longitudinal studies in

diverse ethnic groups. Moreover, studies applying this

assay to other neurodegenerative diseases will further

demonstrate its specificity and versatility.

Table 1. The investigators who performed protein detection and other

related experiments were blinded to the phenotypes of the human

participants.

2.2 Participant recruitment and assessment

2.2.1 Hong Kong Chinese cohorts

We recruited two independent cohorts from the Hong Kong Chinese

population. Correspondingly, Hong Kong Chinese cohort_1 comprised

1000 Hong Kong Chinese individuals aged 60 years or older, including

493 individuals with AD, 190 individuals with MCI, and 317 CN

individuals, who visited the Specialist Outpatient Department of the

Prince of Wales Hospital of the Chinese University of Hong Kong

(CUHK-PWH). Meanwhile, Hong Kong Chinese cohort_2 comprised

47 Hong Kong Chinese individuals aged 60 years or older, including 25

individuals with Aβ+AD, 13 with Aβ+MCI, and 9 Aβ−CN individuals,

who visited the Division of Neurology of CUHK-PWH. Participants

of both cohorts underwent clinical examination, the MoCA,19 blood

collection for the measurement of the plasma ATN biomarkers (ie,

Aβ42/40 ratio, p-Tau, and NfL), and neuroimaging by magnetic reso-

nance imaging (MRI). The participants of Hong Kong cohort_2 were

further subjected to Aβ-PET using [11C]-Pittsburgh Compound B (PiB).
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4 JIANG ET AL.

TABLE 1 Demographic characteristics of the study cohorts.

Dataset 1 Data CN MCI AD

Hong Kong Chinese

cohort_1 (Chinese)

Sample size (n= 1000) 317 190 493

MoCA score (SD) 25.17 (2.857) 20.15 (6.014) 12.70 (5.476)

Plasma Aβ42/40 (SD) 0.058 (0.018) 0.058 (0.013) 0.048 (0.014)

Plasma p-Tau181, pg/mL (SD) 1.880 (0.882) 2.739 (1.732) 4.798 (1.900)

PlasmaNfL, pg/mL (SD) 15.82 (5.059) 26.66 (16.04) 36.54 (21.24)

Age, years (SD) 73.17 (4.643) 76.49 (7.302) 80.12 (6.334)

Sex, male % 40.1% 37.9% 33.1%

Dataset 2 Data Aβ−CN Aβ+MCI Aβ+AD

Hong Kong Chinese

cohort_2 (Chinese)

Sample size (n= 47) 9 13 25

MoCA score (SD) 27.89 (1.453) 23.69 (2.323) 14.00 (4.865)

Global cortical-to-cerebellum [11C]-PiB

retention ratio, SUVR (SD)

1.278 (0.062) 1.614 (0.181) 1.672 (0.148)

Global cortical-to-cerebellum

[18F]-T807 retention ratio, SUVR (SD)

1.008 (0.032) 1.118 (0.097) 1.268 (0.205)

Plasma Aβ42/40 (SD) 0.058 (0.015) 0.047 (0.006) 0.048 (0.011)

Plasma p-Tau181, pg/mL (SD) 1.733 (0.617) 3.160 (1.605) 3.992 (1.289)

PlasmaNfL, pg/mL (SD) 19.48 (3.934) 27.18 (18.10) 36.23 (20.03)

Age, years (SD) 69.00 (3.464) 71.54 (7.367) 72.12 (6.405)

Sex, male % 66.7% 30.8% 32.0%

Dataset 3 Data Aβ−CN Aβ+MCI Aβ+AD

Spanish BIODEGMAR

cohort (European

descent)

Sample size (n= 217) 20 68 129

MMSE score (SD) 29.00 (0.918) 26.26 (2.027) 18.75 (3.462)

CSF Aβ42/40 (SD) 0.095 (0.015) 0.051 (0.016) 0.045 (0.010)

CSF t-Tau, ng/mL (SD) 0.332 (0.110) 0.547 (0.297) 0.723 (0.351)

Age, years (SD) 68.70 (6.906) 73.43 (4.463) 73.67 (5.562)

Sex, male % 55.0% 52.9% 38.8%

Abbreviations: Aβ, beta-amyloid; AD, Alzheimer’s disease; CN, cognitively normal individuals; CSF, cerebrospinal fluid; MCI, mild cognitive impairment;

MMSE, Mini-Mental State Examination; MoCA, Montreal Cognitive Assessment; NfL, neurofilament light polypeptide; PiB, Pittsburgh Compound B; p-Tau,

phosphorylated tau; SD, standard deviation; SUVR, standardized uptake value ratio.

Participants with an Aβ-PET cortical-to-cerebellum standardized

uptake value ratio (SUVR) > 1.4 were classified as Aβ+. The clinical

diagnosis of AD was based on the American Psychiatric Association’s

Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fifth Edition.20

The diagnosis of MCI was based on clinical evaluation of cognition by

a neurologist. Each participant’s age, sex, bodymass index (BMI), years

of education, and medical history were recorded. To quantify gray

matter and hippocampal volumes, we processed T1-weighted MRI

images by AccuBrain IV1.2 (BrainNowMedical Technology). This study

was approved by the Joint Chinese University of Hong Kong—New

Territories East Cluster Clinical Research Ethics Committee at CUHK-

PWH and the Hong Kong University of Science and Technology. All

participants or legal guardians of participants with advanced dementia

provided written informed consent for study participation and sample

collection.

2.2.2 Spanish BIODEGMAR cohort

The Spanish BIODEGMARcohort enrolled individuals visiting theCog-

nitive Decline and Movement Disorders Unit of Hospital del Mar,

Barcelona, Spain.21 The present study included 217 participants of

the BIODEGMAR cohort, consisting of 129 individuals with Aβ+AD,
68 individuals with Aβ+MCI, and 20 Aβ−CN individuals. Partici-

pants donated a blood sample, underwent detailed neurological and

neuropsychological evaluation, including theMini-Mental State Exam-

ination (MMSE),22 brain MRI, and lumbar puncture for CSF collection

for Aβ and tau biomarker measurement. Diagnoses of AD and MCI

were established by clinical evaluation and neuroimaging assessment

according to the National Institute on Aging–Alzheimer’s Associa-

tion guidelines (NIA-AA, 2011).23,24 Participants with a CSF Aβ42/40
ratio <0.062 were classified as Aβ+. Participants’ age, sex, and years
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JIANG ET AL. 5

of education were recorded. This study was approved by the Parc de

Salut Mar Clinical Research Ethics Committee of Hospital del Mar. All

participants or legal guardians of participants with advanced dementia

provided written informed consent for study participation and sample

collection.

2.3 Plasma preparation from human blood
samples

We collected whole blood samples (3 mL) from participants into

K3EDTA tubes (VACUETTE) and centrifuged at 2000 × g for 15 min-

utes to separate the plasma from the cell pellet. We then collected,

aliquoted, and stored the plasma samples at −80◦C until protein

measurement.

2.4 Plasma and CSF protein measurements

To assess the 21AD-associated blood proteins (Table S1), wemeasured

the absolute plasma levels of the 21 proteins in 1 μL plasma by prox-

imity extension assay (PEA) technology using a custom Olink Focus

panel on an Olink Signature Q100 instrument at the Hong Kong Cen-

ter for Neurodegenerative Diseases (HKCeND) in Hong Kong, China.

To calculate the absolute levels of corresponding proteins in the sam-

ples, for each of the 21 proteins, we generated three calibrators with

known concentrations of human recombinant proteins; during each

experiment, we input the readings of each protein for the calibrators in

triplicate, the negative controls in triplicate, and the assayed samples

into a four-parameter logistic (4PL) curve. We measured four sample

controls in triplicate during each experiment and calculated the intra-

and inter-assay coefficients of variation (%CV). For quality control, we

added internal controls, including incubation controls, detection con-

trols, and extension controls. Only assays that passed quality control

steps, had an intra-assay CV < 15%, had an inter-assay CV < 25%, and

had measured levels in the range of lower and upper limits of quantifi-

cation were considered valid and used for downstream analysis (Table

S1).

To assess the ATN biomarkers, we measured the plasma Aβ42/40
ratio and NfL levels in 120 μL plasma using a Quanterix Neurol-

ogy 4-Plex E Advantage Kit (103670) and measured plasma p-Tau181

level in 120 μL plasma with a Quanterix P-Tau181 Advantage V2 Kit

(103714). We performed all Simoa assays on a Quanterix HD-X Auto-

mated Immunoassay analyzer at HKCeND. We measured the CSF

Aβ42/40 ratio and t-Tau levels of the BIODEGMAR cohort by Fujire-

bio Lumipulse G600II assay (703380) at Laboratori de Referència de

Catalunya in Barcelona, Spain.

2.5 Association analysis of plasma proteins with
AD and related endophenotypes

Prior to analysis, we transformed the plasma protein levels and AD-

related endophenotype values by z-score normalization using the

“normalize()” function in the R som package (v0.3-5.1). We then deter-

mined the associations between the normalized protein levels and

clinical phenotypes (ie, AD or MCI vs CN), adjusting for age, sex,

history of cardiovascular disease (ie, heart disease, hypertension, dia-

betes mellitus, and hyperlipidemia), and BMI using the following linear

regressionmodel:

Normalized protein level ∼ 𝛽1AD + 𝛽2MCI + 𝛽3Age + 𝛽4Sex

+𝛽5CVD + 𝛽6BMI + 𝜀,

where β is the weighted coefficient for the corresponding factors

and ε is the intercept of the linear equation. Similarly, the associations

between normalized protein levels and AD-related endophenotypes

were determined using the following linear regressionmodel:

Normalized protein level ∼ 𝛽1ADrelated endophenotype + 𝛽2Age

+𝛽3Sex + 𝛽4CVD + 𝛽5BMI + 𝜀.

We considered plasma proteins with a false discovery rate (FDR)-

adjusted p-value of <0.05 as being significantly associated with AD or

AD-related endophenotypes.

2.6 Calculation of AD risk scores based on the
21-protein biomarker assay

We adjusted the plasma levels of the 21 protein biomarkers for the

effects of age and sex using the weighted coefficients determined

from fitting protein level, age, and sex into a linear model using Hong

Kong Chinese cohort_1. To account for potential effects of ethnic dif-

ferences, we adjusted the plasma protein levels of the BIODEGMAR

cohort using the weighted coefficients of age and sex quantified from

that cohort.We then calculated individual AD risk scores using the fol-

lowing linear model that included the adjusted plasma levels of the 21

protein biomarkers:

Individual AD risk score =
1

1 + e−(
∑
𝛽iAdjusted plasma protein leveli+𝜀)

,

where the weighted coefficient (βi) and intercept (ε) were determined

by fitting the adjusted protein levels and clinical phenotype into a logis-

tic regression model.25 We established AD risk levels on the basis of

the distribution of the AD risk scores: Individuals with scores of <32,

32 to 72, or >72 were classified as having low, moderate, or high risk,

respectively. We evaluated the accuracy of AD andMCI classifications

using the 21-protein biomarker panel or plasma ATN biomarkers by

calculating AUCs using the “auc()” function in the R pROC package

(v1.18.0).

2.7 Correlation analysis between candidate AD
biomarkers and amyloid pathology

To determine the correlations of the 21-protein-based AD risk score,

plasma ATN biomarkers, and MoCA scores as a function of Aβ-PET in
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HongKongChinese cohort_2,we first adjustedendophenotypesbyage

and sex. We adjusted MoCA scores by years of education in addition

to age and sex. We then selected Aβ−CN individuals with a SUVR of

≤1.25 as thebaseline reference.Weused themeans and standarddevi-

ations in the baseline reference group to convert individual AD risk

scores andAD-related endophenotype values into z-scores.We visual-

ized the change in z-score as a function of Aβ-PET SUVR using a locally

estimated scatterplot smoothing (ie, loess) curve using the “ggplot()”

and “stat_smooth()” functions in the R ggplot2 package (v3.4.0). Simi-

larly, we determined the correlation of the 21-protein-based AD risk

score andMMSEscorewith theCSFAβ42/40 ratio in theBIODEGMAR

cohort. We adjusted MMSE scores by years of education, age, and sex.

Aβ−CN individuals with a CSF Aβ42/40 ratio of ≥0.11 served as the

baseline reference to calculate z-scores, and the correlation between

z-scores and CSF Aβ42/40 ratio was visualized using a loess curve.

2.8 Multiscale assessment of biological processes
in AD

We used the plasma levels of five proteins from the 21-protein

biomarker assay—NEFL, PARP1, CD33, LIFR, and PPY—to indicate the

activities of neurodegeneration, inflammation, innate immunity, vascu-

lar functions, and metabolic activities, respectively. To normalize the

changes of the five blood proteins into a unified scale from0 to 100, for

each protein, the level of the 25th percentile of CN individuals served

as the baseline reference (ie, score = 100) while the most highly dys-

regulated levels in AD served as the bottom line (ie, score = 0). We

performed linear regression to normalize the protein levels to the uni-

fied scale, and the level at which the protein achieved>90% specificity

for AD classification served as an anchor point, with the normalized

score compulsorily set as 60. For data visualization,wegenerated radar

plots containing the average scores of the five biological processes in

AD, MCI, and CN individuals in each cohort using the “radarchart()”

function in the R fmsb package (v0.7.5).

2.9 Statistical analysis and data visualization

For the remaining statistical analyses that are not mentioned above,

we determined the associations of candidate AD biomarkers (ie, Aβ-
PET, tau-PET, CSF Aβ42, CSF Aβ42/40 ratio, and CSF t-Tau) and AD

risk scores with clinical phenotypes and AD-related endophenotypes

by linear regression, adjusting for age and sex.We generated all statis-

tical plots using either the “ggplot()” function in the R ggplot2 package

(v3.4.0) or GraphPad Prism (v9.0).

2.10 Data and code availability

All statistical data associated with this study are contained in the main

text or Supplementary Information. The consent forms signed by indi-

vidual participants from the Hong Kong Chinese cohort_1 and Hong

Kong Chinese cohort_2 state that the research content will be kept

private under the supervision of the hospital and research team. There-

fore, the phenotypic and proteomic data of individual participants will

only be available and shared in formal collaborations. A review panel

hosted at HKUST will process and review any applications for data

sharing and project collaboration, and promptly notify applicants with

the decision. Researchers may contact sklneurosci@ust.hk for details

about data sharing and project collaboration related to the present

study.

2.11 Code availability

The code for our statistical analyses anddata visualization are available

on GitHub (https://github.com/yjiangah/Biomarker_study).

3 RESULTS

3.1 Development of an integrated proteomic
assay to measure the 21 AD-associated blood
proteins

While a biomarker panel of multiple AD-associated blood proteins can

accurately classify and stage AD,13,26–28 the blood concentrations of

these protein biomarkers have broad ranges, making them difficult

to measure accurately or simultaneously using conventional pro-

teomic assays, such as enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA).

Therefore, in this study, we leveraged an ultrasensitive and multiplex

proteomic assay—PEA29—to develop an integrated proteomic assay

that can simultaneously measure multiple AD-associated blood pro-

tein biomarkers. We selected the following 21 AD-associated blood

proteins from the protein clusters that we identified previously13

and integrated them into a single assay: CASP3, CD33, CD84, EIF4B,

EIF4EBP1, F2R, FAM3B, FGFBP1, KLK4, KLK14, LIFR, NEFL, NELL1,

NUCB2, PARP1, PDGFC, PPY, PRDX5, PSME1, RBKS, and TNFSF14.

These proteins are involved in biological processes including neurode-

generation, immune response, inflammation, metabolism, and cardio-

vascular functions (Table S1). This integrated proteomic assay achieved

high detectability (ie, 100% above the lower limit of quantification),

high specificity (ie, no cross-reactivity among proteins), and high pre-

cision (ie, inter- and intra-assay coefficients of variation of <10%) for

themeasurement of all 21 proteins in human blood (Table S1).

3.2 Changes of the 21 AD-associated blood
proteins are associated with AD and MCI

We subsequently examined the associations between the changes

of these 21 blood proteins and AD, MCI, and AD-related endophe-

notypes. We used the integrated proteomic assay to measure the

blood proteins in Hong Kong Chinese cohort_1, which comprised 493

patients with AD, 190 patients with MCI, and 317 CN individuals
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JIANG ET AL. 7

F IGURE 1 Associations between the levels of 21 plasma proteins and Alzheimer’s disease (AD), mild cognitive impairment (MCI), and related
endophenotypes. Heatmap showing the associations between the levels of 21 plasma proteins and AD,MCI, and related endophenotypes,
including blood protein biomarker levels, cognitive performance, graymatter volume, and hippocampal volume (see Tables S2-S4 for details). Color
intensity is proportional to the normalized effect size (β). Red and blue indicate positive (β> 0) and negative (β< 0) associations, respectively. Aβ,
amyloid beta; CN, cognitively normal individuals; FDR, false discovery rate; MoCA,Montreal Cognitive Assessment; NfL, neurofilament light
polypeptide; p-Tau, phosphorylated tau. *FDR< 0.05, ** FDR< 0.01, *** FDR< 0.001.

(Table 1). We then performed linear regression analysis to determine

the relationships between the level of each protein and AD, MCI,

and their related endophenotypes, adjusting for the effects of age,

sex, status of cardiovascular diseases (ie, heart disease, hyperten-

sion, diabetes mellitus, and hyperlipidemia), and BMI. All 21 proteins

were significantly dysregulated in AD plasma (Figure 1 and Table S2):

nine proteins were upregulated (ie, NEFL, PPY, KLK4, FGFBP1, LIFR,

FAM3B, KLK14, CD33, and PARP1), and 12 were downregulated (ie,

EIF4B, PSME1, PRDX5, CD84, F2R, CASP3, NELL1, TNFSF14, NUCB2,

PDGFC, EIF4EBP1, and RBKS). Moreover, the plasma levels of 18 of

these blood proteins were altered in patients with MCI compared

to CN individuals, suggesting that these proteins are dysregulated in

early-stageAD (Figure1 andTable S2). Furthermore, several bloodpro-

teins were associated with AD-related endophenotypes, namely the

dysregulation of the ATN biomarkers in the blood (Figure 1, Figure

S1, and Table S3), cognitive decline indicated by the MoCA score, and

decreased volumes of gray matter and hippocampus (Figure 1 and

Table S4). These results collectively suggest that the 21 blood protein

biomarkers are associated with AD.

3.3 An AD risk scoring system based on the
21-protein biomarker assay accurately classifies AD
and MCI

Machine learning-based mathematical models that integrate the

changes of multiple biomarkers can help better exploit the pre-

dictive values of each protein biomarker and accurately classify

diseases.25,30,31 Therefore, we applied this method to the 21-protein

biomarker assay to establish an AD risk scoring system that gen-

erates an AD risk score for individuals based on the plasma levels

of the 21 proteins (Figure 2A). Accordingly, in Hong Kong Chinese

cohort_1, the AD risk scores accurately distinguished patients with AD

(AUC = 0.9667) and patients with MCI (AUC = 0.8718) from CN indi-

viduals (Figure 2B–D). Moreover, as the plasma ATN biomarkers are

the best-characterized and most widely studied blood protein candi-

dates for AD classification,32–34 we compared their performance for

the classification of AD andMCI with that of the 21-protein biomarker

assay in a subcohort of 357 participants. The results show that plasma

NfL (AUC = 0.9177), plasma p-Tau181 (AUC = 0.9656), and the 21-

protein biomarker assay (AUC = 0.9667) all distinguished patients

with AD fromCN individuals with>90% accuracy, whereas the plasma

Aβ42/40 ratio had relatively low accuracy (AUC= 0.6654) (Figure 2C).

However, when differentiating patients with MCI from CN individ-

uals, only the 21-protein biomarker assay achieved >85% accuracy

(AUC = 0.8718); meanwhile, plasma Aβ42/40 ratio (AUC = 0.5305),

plasma NfL (AUC = 0.7790), and plasma p-Tau181 (AUC = 0.6510)

achieved relatively low accuracy (Figure 2D). These results suggest

that the 21-protein biomarker assay particularly outperforms these

plasma ATN biomarkers for the detection of early-stage AD.

Given that specific proteins in the 21-protein biomarker assay are

associated with AD-related endophenotypes (Figure 1), we examined

whether this biomarker assay and the corresponding AD risk scoring

system can be used to predict AD risk levels and associated endophe-

notypes. The distribution of AD risk scores suggests that most CN

individuals, patients with MCI, and patients with AD had scores of

<32, 32 to 72, and >72, respectively (Figure 2E). Therefore, we clas-

sified individuals with scores of <32, 32 to 72, or >72 as having a

low, moderate, or high AD risk, respectively (sensitivity = 93.7% and

67.8%, specificity = 87.7% and 99.5% for cutoffs at 32 and 72, respec-

tively; Table S5). Accordingly, the designated AD risk levels based on

AD risk scores were significantly correlated with cognitive perfor-

mance (β = −5.715, −9.369, and −3.654 for moderate vs low risk,

high vs low risk, and high vs moderate risk, respectively; Figure 2F)

as well as decreased hippocampal volume (β = −0.047, −0.080, and

−0.033 formoderate vs low risk, high vs low risk, and high vsmoderate
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8 JIANG ET AL.

F IGURE 2 Development of the 21-protein biomarker assay and scoring system for the classification of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) andmild
cognitive impairment (MCI). (A) Schematic showing the calculation of AD risk scores for individuals based on the 21-protein biomarker assay. (B)
Boxplot showing the individual AD risk scores in Hong Kong Chinese cohort_1 stratified by diagnosis (n= 317, 190, and 493 cognitively normal
[CN] individuals, patients withMCI, and patients with AD, respectively; β= 36.72, 61.41, and 24.69 forMCI vs CN, AD vs CN, and AD vsMCI,
respectively). (C,D) Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves showing the performance of the 21-protein biomarker panel and existing
AD-associated blood biomarkers (ie, beta-amyloid [Aβ]42/40 ratio, neurofilament light polypeptide [NfL], and phosphorylated tau [p-Tau]181) for
distinguishing patients with AD (C), orMCI (D), fromCN individuals. Numbers in brackets indicate the area under the ROC (AUC), which indicate
themodel’s performance in the corresponding classification. (E) Distribution of AD risk scores stratified by diagnosis. AD risk levels were
categorized according to the distribution of AD risk scores: low risk,<32; moderate risk, 32 to 72; high risk,>72. (F) Individual cognitive
performance indicated byMontreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA) scores stratified by designated AD risk level (n= 337, 272, and 391 for low,
moderate, and high risk, respectively; β=−5.715,−9.369, and−3.654 for moderate vs low risk, high vs low risk, and high vsmoderate risk,
respectively). (G) Individual hippocampal volumes stratified by designated AD risk level (n= 53, 14, and 36 for low, moderate, and high risk,
respectively; β=−0.047,−0.080, and−0.033 for moderate vs low risk, high vs low risk, and high vsmoderate risk, respectively). ICV, intracranial
volume. Data in box-and-whisker plots includemaximum, median, andminimum values as well as 25th and 75th percentiles; plus signs denote
mean values. *p< 0.05, **p< 0.01, ***p< 0.001.
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JIANG ET AL. 9

risk, respectively; Figure 2G). These results collectively demonstrate

that the 21-protein biomarker assay not only accurately distinguishes

patients with AD or MCI from CN individuals, but also indicates dis-

ease risk levels and AD stages. Therefore, this assay could serve as a

powerful tool for AD screening and staging.

3.4 The 21-protein biomarker assay accurately
classifies AD and amyloid pathology in an
independent Hong Kong Chinese cohort

The recent development of anti-amyloid drugs has spurred huge

demand for a robust blood-based test for the early detection andmon-

itoring of individuals with brain amyloid pathology.1,2 Therefore, we

subsequently examined the capability of our 21-protein biomarker

assay to classify patients with amyloid pathology (ie, Aβ+ patients)

and reflect the development of those AD-related pathologies. Specif-

ically, we applied the 21-protein biomarker assay to an independent

HongKongChinese cohort_2, whose participants have undergone cog-

nitive assessment (ie, MoCA) as well as amyloid-PET scan, tau-PET

scan, and plasmaATNbiomarkermeasurement (Table 1 and Figure S2).

We adopted the same machine learning-based mathematical model

established in the training dataset (ie, Hong Kong Chinese cohort_1) to

calculate the AD risk score of individuals in this amyloid-PET–defined

cohort. Consistent with the high performance of the biomarker assay

in the training dataset, in Hong Kong Chinese cohort_2, the AD risk

scores accurately distinguished patients with Aβ+AD (AUC = 0.9867)

and patients with Aβ+MCI (AUC = 0.8945) from Aβ−CN individ-

uals (Figure 3A–C). Again, this biomarker assay outperformed the

plasma ATN biomarkers, particularly for detecting early-stage AD

(ie, distinguishing patients with Aβ+MCI from Aβ−CN individuals;

Figure 3B,C). Moreover, the AD risk scores generated by the model

were negatively correlated with cognitive performance (r2 = 0.1886;

Figure 3D) and positively correlated with the development of amyloid

pathology (r2 = 0.3022; Figure 3E) and tau pathology (r2 = 0.1397;

Figure 3F) in the brain, corroborating the model’s capability of indicat-

ing AD progression. Notably, we further showed that the 21-protein

biomarker assay outperformed cognitive assessment byMoCAand the

plasmaATNbiomarkerswhencapturing the changesof amyloid pathol-

ogy in the brain, as indicated by an earlier and stronger correlation

with the amyloid-PET scan results (Figure 3G). Taken together, these

results demonstrate that the 21-protein biomarker assay accurately

detects amyloid pathology in the brain, demonstrating its potential

for early screening, classification, and staging of AD as well as related

pathological changes in clinical settings.

3.5 Development of the 21-protein biomarker
assay for the classification of AD and amyloid
pathology in a population of European descent

Emerging blood proteomics studies suggest that blood proteins may

have distinct baseline levels, patterns of dysregulation, and/or regula-

tory mechanisms among ethnic groups.13,35–37 Therefore, it is impor-

tant to establish ethnic-specific references, cutoffs, and models when

developing blood biomarkers for AD.35 Accordingly, we optimized our

21-protein biomarker assay specifically for the classification of AD and

MCI in a population of European descent. We applied the 21-protein

biomarker assay to the Spanish BIODEGMAR cohort,21 whose partic-

ipants have undergone cognitive assessment by MMSE as well as CSF

measurement of the Aβ42/40 ratio and t-Tau (Table 1 and Figure S3).

We thendevelopedaEuropeanpopulation-specificADrisk scoring sys-

tembased on the level changes of the 21AD-associated blood proteins

in this cohort. The AD risk scores generated by this system adequately

distinguished patients with Aβ+AD (AUC = 0.9407) and patients with

Aβ+MCI (AUC = 0.8434) from Aβ−CN individuals (Figure 4A–C).

Moreover, the AD risk scores were again negatively correlated with

cognitive performance (r2 = 0.2108; Figure 4D) and positively cor-

related with the development of amyloid pathology (r2 = 0.1283;

Figure 4E) and neurodegeneration (r2 =0.0564; Figure 4F) in the brain,

as indicated by a decreased CSF Aβ42/40 ratio and increased CSF t-

Tau level, respectively. Furthermore, the AD risk scores again better

reflected amyloid pathology in the brain than cognitive assessment by

MMSE score, as indicated by an earlier and stronger correlation with

CSF Aβ42/40 ratio (Figure 4G). These results collectively demonstrate

that our 21-protein biomarker assay, which integrates ethnic-specific

models and scoring systems, can achieve early classification of AD and

amyloid pathology in populations of Chinese or European descent.

3.6 The 21-protein biomarker assay reveals
distinct contributions of biological processes to AD
progression in different ethnic populations

Besides its ability to accurately classify AD in both ethnic groups, the

21-protein biomarker assay also captured the heterogeneity of AD

progression between the two populations in terms of the changes of

biological processes. Specifically, we first compared the pattern of dys-

regulation of each protein among Hong Kong Chinese cohort_1, Hong

Kong Chinese cohort_2, and the Spanish BIODEGMAR cohort. In the

two Hong Kong Chinese cohorts, the 21 AD-associated blood pro-

teins exhibited consistent dysregulation in patients with AD or MCI:

All 21 proteins exhibited the same trends of changes in patients with

Aβ+AD compared to Aβ−CN individuals (Figure S4A), and 18 of the

21 proteins (ie, all except KLK14, PPY, and PDGFC) exhibited the

same trends of changes in patients with Aβ+MCI compared to Aβ−CN
individuals (Figure S4B). This suggests that the 21-protein biomarker

assay can consistently capture the protein signature changes inADand

MCI across different cohorts. Notably, in the population of European

descent, six proteins (ie, RBKS, PDGFC,NUCB2, TNFSF14, CASP3, and

F2R) exhibited the opposite trends of changes in Aβ+AD compared to

those in theChinese cohorts (Figure S4A).Moreover, eight proteins (ie,

FGFBP1, PPY, RBKS, TNFSF14, CASP3, PDGFC,NUCB2, and F2R) also

did not show consistent trends of changes in Aβ+MCI plasma between

the population of European descent and the Chinese cohorts (Figure

S4B). Thus, these data suggest that the 21-protein biomarker assay
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10 JIANG ET AL.

F IGURE 3 The 21-protein biomarker assay accurately classifies Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and amyloid pathology in an independent Hong
Kong Chinese cohort. (A) Boxplot showing the individual AD risk scores in Hong Kong Chinese cohort_2 stratified by diagnosis (n= 9 beta-amyloid
[Aβ]− cognitively normal [CN] individuals, 13 Aβ+ patients withmild cognitive impairment [MCI], and 25 Aβ+ patients with AD; β= 47.18, 63.66,
and 16.47 for Aβ+MCI vs Aβ−CN, Aβ+AD vs Aβ−CN, and Aβ+AD vs Aβ+MCI, respectively). Data in box-and-whisker plots includemaximum,
median, andminimum values as well as 25th and 75th percentiles; plus signs denotemean values. (B,C) Receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
curves showing the performance of the 21-protein biomarker panel and existing AD-associated blood biomarkers (ie, plasma Aβ42/40 ratio,
neurofilament light polypeptide [NfL], and phosphorylated tau [p-Tau]181) for differentiating patients with Aβ+AD (B), and Aβ+MCI (C), from
Aβ−CN individuals. (D–F) Correlations between individual AD risk scores and AD-related endophenotypes, including cognitive performance
indicated byMontreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA) score (D), Aβ pathology in the brain indicated by amyloid-PET in global cortical regions (E),
and tau pathology in the brain indicated by tau-positron emission tomography [PET] in global cortical regions (F). (G) Correlations between the
progression of Aβ pathology in the brain and AD risk scores, AD-associated blood biomarkers, and cognitive performance indicated byMoCA
score. r2, Pearson’s correlation coefficient; SUVR, standardized uptake value ratio; |z-scores|, absolute values of z-scores. *p< 0.05, **p< 0.01,
***p< 0.001.

can also reveal differences in the dysregulation of the blood proteome

between populations of Chinese and European descent.

Moreover, given that these 21 AD-associated blood proteins are

involved in different biological pathways (Table S1), we subsequently

examinedwhether they could reveal AD progression based on changes

in biological processes in the two ethnic groups. Accordingly, we

selected the following five blood proteins that indicate the activi-

ties of biological processes: NEFL for neurodegeneration,32 PARP1 for

inflammation,38,39 CD33 for innate immunity,40,41 LIFR for vascular

functions,13,42,43 and PPY for metabolic activities.44–47 By normaliz-

ing the changes of these five blood proteins into a unified scale from

0 to 100, we established a multiscale system that can simultaneously
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JIANG ET AL. 11

F IGURE 4 The 21-protein biomarker assay accurately classifies Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and amyloid pathology in a population of European
descent. (A) Boxplot showing the AD risk scores of individuals in the Spanish BIODEGMAR cohort stratified by diagnosis (n= 20 beta-amyloid
[Aβ]− cognitively normal [CN] individuals, 68 Aβ+ patients withmild cognitive impairment [MCI], and 129 Aβ+ patients with AD; β= 40.25, 51.59,
and 11.34 for Aβ+MCI vs Aβ−CN, Aβ+AD vs Aβ−CN, and Aβ+AD vs Aβ+MCI, respectively). Data in box-and-whisker plots includemaximum,
median, andminimum values as well as 25th and 75th percentiles; plus signs denotemean values. (B,C) Receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
curves showing the performance of the 21-protein biomarker panel for differentiating patients with Aβ+AD (B), and Aβ+MCI (C), fromAβ−CN
individuals. (D–F) Correlations between AD risk scores and AD-related endophenotypes of individuals, including cognitive performance indicated
byMini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) score (D), Aβ pathology in the brain indicated by cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) Aβ42/40 ratio (E), and
neurodegeneration in the brain indicated by CSF t-Tau levels (F). (G) Correlations between the progression of Aβ pathology in the brain and AD risk
score and cognitive performance indicated byMMSE score. r2, Pearson’s correlation coefficient; |z-scores|, absolute values of z-scores. *p< 0.05,
**p< 0.01, ***p< 0.001.

evaluate the status of five biological processes in individuals. Accord-

ingly, examination of the status changes of different biological pro-

cesses in individuals revealed that the dysregulations of different

biological processes exhibit distinct patterns upon AD progression: in

both Hong Kong Chinese cohort_1 and cohort_2, the dysregulation

of inflammation and innate immunity mainly starts in the early stage

of AD (ie, MCI) and remains relatively constant throughout progres-

sion toAD (Figure 5A,B and Figure S5).Meanwhile, neurodegeneration

continues developing during the development of MCI and AD, and

the dysregulation of vascular functions andmetabolic activities mainly

occurs in the late stage (ie, AD) (Figure 5A,B and Figure S5). These

results suggest that different biological processes may have stage-

specific contributions to ADprogression. Interestingly, whenwe exam-

ined the changes of individuals’ biological processes in the population

of European descent, the patterns of dysregulation of these biological

processes were different from those in the Chinese populations. In the
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12 JIANG ET AL.

F IGURE 5 Dysregulation of different biological processes in Alzheimer’s disease andmild cognitive impairment between populations of
Chinese and European descent. Average scores (A,C) and relative changes compared to cognitively normal (CN) individuals (B,D) of five biological
processes (ie, neurodegeneration, inflammation, innate immunity, vascular functions, andmetabolic activities) in beta-amyloid (Aβ)-negative CN
individuals (Aβ−CN), Aβ-positive patients withmild cognitive impairment (Aβ+MCI), and Aβ-positive patients with Alzheimer’s disease (Aβ+AD) in
Hong Kong Chinese cohort_2 (A,B), as well as Aβ−CN, Aβ+MCI, and Aβ+AD individuals in the Spanish BIODEGMAR cohort (C,D). The biological
processes that are significantly dysregulated in patients with Aβ+MCI or Aβ+AD compared to Aβ−CN individuals are indicated in red. Immunity,
innate immunity; Metabolic, metabolic activities; Vascular, vascular functions.

Spanish BIODEGMAR cohort, the dysregulation of vascular functions

and innate immunity started at the early stage of AD (Figure 5C,D).

Meanwhile, the dysregulation of inflammation andmetabolic activities

mainly occurred in the late stage (ie, AD) (Figure 5C,D). These find-

ings suggest that the characteristics of the progression of MCI and AD

might differ between populations of Chinese and European descent,

particularly with respect to biological pathways related to inflamma-

tion and vascular functions. Taken together, our results demonstrate

that the 21-protein biomarker assay captures the activities of multi-

ple biological processes to reveal ADprogression and its heterogeneity

among ethnic groups. Therefore, it may facilitate a more comprehen-

sive and detailed evaluation of the disease status of individuals and

bolster therapeutic development for personalized treatment.

4 DISCUSSION

Ablood-based test for ADwould be simple, objective, and noninvasive,

making it advantageous for screening andmonitoring of the disease.48

Accordingly, in this study, we developed a proteomic assay to simulta-

neously measure the levels of 21 AD-associated blood proteins, which

detects blood proteinswith a broad concentration range (1.2× 10−1 to

2.5 × 106 pg/mL) and requires minimal sample input (<5 μL plasma).

Moreover, we developed an AD risk scoring system that accurately

classifies AD/MCI and amyloid pathology across ethnic groups based

on changes in the level of these blood proteins in AD. Head-to-head

comparison in an amyloid-PET–defined cohort demonstrated that our

risk scoring system outperforms some existing blood ATN biomarkers

for AD classification: TheAD risk scores generated by the assay exhibit

larger fold-changes upon the development of amyloid pathology (a

6.08-fold change for individuals with Aβ-PET, SUVR >1.8 vs <1.3)

than the plasma Aβ42/40 ratio (0.74-fold), p-Tau181 (2.90-fold), or

NfL (2.33-fold). Furthermore, in the population of European descent,

the assay also accurately classified Aβ+AD and Aβ+MCI individuals,

for which the performance is comparable to that previously reported

for plasma p-Tau217 and p-Tau231.7,49,50 Thus, our results collectively

demonstrate that the 21-protein biomarker assay can be developed

into a robust blood test for early screening and stagingofADacross dif-

ferent ethnic populations. In addition, the unique ability of this assay to

simultaneously capture the activities of multiple biological processes

helps reveal the heterogeneity of AD progression among individu-

als/ethnic groups,which can facilitate themulti-pathwayanalysis ofAD

for patient stratification and provide insights for targeted treatment

and intervention.

Early detection of AD, particularly for patients with amyloid pathol-

ogy and early-stage cognitive symptoms (eg, those with Aβ+MCI) is

important for effective intervention.7,48 Lecanemab, an anti-amyloid

monoclonal antibody recently approved by the US Food and Drug

Administration for the treatment of early-stage AD, can significantly

reduce brain amyloid burden and slow the rate of cognitive decline

by 27% in Aβ+ individuals with mild dementia or MCI (average

Clinical Demetia Rating-Sum of Boxes [CDR-SB] = 3.2).1 Moreover,
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JIANG ET AL. 13

donanemab, another anti-amyloid monoclonal antibody in phase III

clinical trials, can slow cognitive decline by35%versus placebo in those

Aβ+ individuals with mild dementia or MCI (averageMMSE= 22.9).2,4

Of note, the individuals who are recommended to take these drugs51

(ie, Aβ+ with MCI or mild dementia) have mild symptoms that are

commonly overlooked in daily life. Consequently, many such individ-

uals are diagnosed with AD only after severe cognitive impairments

manifest, thereby missing the window for effective intervention and

treatment.52,53 Therefore, there is an urgent need for a diagnostic

test for population-scale screening of individuals with early-stage AD.

Moreover, as lecanemab and donanemab aim to reduce brain amy-

loid burden, the routine examination of Aβ pathological changes—to

evaluate drug efficacy and optimize therapeutic strategy—should be

simple and convenient. Notably, in addition to the ability to distin-

guish Aβ+MCI from healthy individuals, our 21-protein biomarker

assay can also indicate the stages of AD, including cognitive decline,

brain atrophy, and the development of brain amyloid pathology. Hence,

this assay is a feasible solution for both participant prescreening as

well as monitoring of disease stages and pathologies, and it can also

support the evaluation of drug candidates in future clinical trials. Fur-

thermore, compared to existing blood-based biomarker assays, this

assay can evaluate health status more comprehensively by simul-

taneously assessing the activities of multiple biological processes.

Therefore, it can provide additional information about the effects

of anti-amyloid drugs on AD-associated biological processes beyond

ATN-related pathologies, which may help differentiate the responders

and nonresponders regarding clinical effects of the drugs.

Concurrent use of multiple biomarkers to determine disease

status—termed as a “composite biomarker panel”—is an effective

approach to exploit the predictive values of each biomarker candidate.

Such biomarker panels are widely used to predict complex diseases

such as heart disease and age-related diseases.30,31 In AD, besides the

well-known ATN-related pathologies, studies suggest that pathways

related to innate immunity, inflammation, metabolism, and vascular

functions are also associated with AD,12,54–57 some of which become

dysregulated at an early stage of AD and contribute to the patho-

genesis of the disease.12,54,55,57 For example, an increase of CD33, an

immunemolecule that regulates the activities of innate immunity in the

blood and brain, is observed in AD41,58 and is linked to both amyloid

pathology and disease progression.41 It is suggested that the increased

blood level of CD33 plays a disease-causing role in AD pathogenesis.40

In AD transgenic mouse model studies, CD33 slows Aβ clearance by

microglia, and its deletionmitigates amyloidpathology in thebrain.41,59

These findings suggest that a dysregulated CD33 level, which leads to

impaired innate immunity, may be an early-stage biomarker of AD—

possibly even before the occurrence of amyloid pathology. Therefore,

we anticipate that including these early-stage biomarkers in a blood

test will aid the early detection of AD. Our results suggest that other

blood biomarkers, such as FGFBP1 and CD84, exhibit altered levels

in early-stage AD/MCI. Therefore, a more comprehensive screening of

blood biomarkers for early-stage AD/MCI may help identify additional

early biomarkers of AD and improve the performance of the blood test

for early screening.

In addition, by measuring changes in the levels of blood biomarkers

from different biological processes, we demonstrated that the 21-

protein biomarker assay is capable ofmulti-pathway assessment ofAD,

thereby revealing the heterogeneity of AD progression among indi-

viduals and ethnic groups. This provides critical insights for patient

stratification and precision medicine. Indeed, studies suggest that eth-

nicity is an important factor underlying the heterogeneity of AD.60–63

For example, apolipoprotein E (APOE) ε4, the strongest known genetic
risk factor for sporadic AD, is more frequent in African Americans

(frequency = 0.267) than in populations of European descent (fre-

quency = 0.155) and East Asian descent (frequency = 0.086)60,61;

however, its AD risk effect is stronger in populations of East Asian

descent (odds ratio = 5.6) than in other populations (odds ratio = 2.7

and 1.1 in populations of European descent and African Ameri-

cans, respectively).60 Moreover, baseline CSF levels of tau and p-

Tau181 are higher in populations of European descent than in African

Americans.63 Furthermore, plasma NfL and plasma p-Tau181 are

differentially modulated by comorbidities across ethnic groups.64,65

Concordantly, our results show that patterns of the dysregulated

blood proteome in AD differ between populations of Chinese and

Europeandescent, particularly inbiological pathways related to inflam-

mation or vascular functions. These findings collectively suggest that

pathophysiological mechanisms and patterns of progression of AD are

distinct in different ethnic groups, which highlights the importance

of developing diagnostic assays and criteria for ethnic-specific dis-

ease assessment and treatment. Furthermore, pilot studies suggest

that the presence of AD subtypes may also contribute to interindivid-

ual variability of phenotypes and progression of AD.66–69 Particularly,

transcriptomeanalysis ofpostmortemADbrains revealed thatdifferent

AD subtypes with distinct molecular signatures of neuroinflammation,

immune activity,mitochondria organization, and neurogenesismay dif-

fer with respect to Aβ plaque density and the degree of cognitive

decline.69 Interestingly, several genes, including CD33, LIFR, NEFL, and

NELL1, were identified as the key drivers of those AD subtypes69; their

blood protein levels are measured in our 21-protein biomarker assay.

Therefore, it is worth investigating if these blood biomarkers and our

assay can capture the specific brain signatures of AD subtypes, which

mayhelp stratifyAD into subtypesand identify alternativepathological

mechanisms of the disease.

Further studies and optimization of the 21-protein biomarker assay

will aid its incorporation into clinical settings. First, longitudinal studies

examining the performance of this assay to predict cognitive decline

and AD risks would corroborate its utility for early prediction and

monitoring of the disease. Second, although this assay can accurately

distinguish Aβ+ individuals from Aβ−CN individuals, it is necessary

to understand how well it can differentiate AD from non-AD demen-

tias, including Parkinson’s disease dementia, Lewy body dementia,

frontotemporal dementia, and vascular dementia, which will aid the

development of a highly specific AD blood-based test. Last, while this

assay can simultaneously assess five biological processes, including

biomarkers of additional biological pathways may better capture dis-

ease status. For example, several blood proteins, such as soluble ST2,

are evidenced to have disease-causing effects in AD, which makes
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them candidate drug targets for treatment.12 Adding those blood pro-

teins to the assay might facilitate patient screening and monitoring of

treatment effectiveness. Such work will pave the way for a more com-

prehensive evaluation of AD through a blood-based test and provide

insights for personalized care and therapeutics for the disease.

In summary, we have developed a blood-based biomarker assay

comprising 21 proteins related to different biological pathways. We

also established a highly accurate scoring system for the classifica-

tion of AD and MCI across ethnic groups. Our findings demonstrate

the feasibility of a blood-based biomarker assay for early screen-

ing and routine monitoring of pathological changes of AD. More-

over, the heterogeneity of AD progression between ethnic groups

and individuals revealed by our assay emphasizes the importance of

patient stratification and precision medicine for AD diagnostics and

therapeutics.
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